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DeAR fRIenDS,

the melton center has had another terrific year of courses, academic projects, and community programs. 
We focused on conversations in 2011-12, bringing together ohio State faculty with visiting scholars. We 
were delighted with the results which generated both high-quality presentations and lively discussion that 
went beyond the lecture model.

We were honored to welcome some of the world’s most distinguished experts in Jewish Studies. We 
taught around 1,500 ohio State students. We participated in distinguished conferences, we brought top 
quality Jewish entertainment (with an educational flair), and we oversaw student-driven cultural events. 
We helped students study in Israel and in lithuania. We worked with donors, community members, and 
numerous institutions to co-sponsor events. In short, it was another great year for the center and I hope 
you will enjoy reading about it inside.

Please keep your eye out for the amazing set of events coming up this year as well—I hope we will see you 
there! Among the highlights will be a visit by two of the country’s most distinguished experts on the state 
of the Jewish community; the premiere of the melton center’s entertaining new educational film, “the 
other men In Black”; a program on Asians and Jews; and a long-awaited talk on Jews in world cinema.

I wish you a shanah tovah, a healthy and happy new year full of blessings and educational opportunities!

Sincerely,

matt Goldish
Director

the 24th AnnuAl PeARl AnD tRoy 
feIBel lectuRe on JuDAISm AnD lAW
the 24th annual feibel lecture on Judaism and law on April 22 featured the renowned 

historian of medieval european Jewry, Professor haym Soloveitchik, who spoke 

about “halakhah, taboo, and the origin of Jewish money lending.” this fascinating 

presentation, attended by a large crowd, dealt with the questions of why Jews were so 

involved in the wine trade in france and Germany during the 10th-11th centuries, and 

how they ended up in the money-lending business shortly thereafter. this year’s feibel 

lecture was dedicated to the memory of Robert Shamansky, z”l, who was troy feibel’s 

law partner and a founder of the feibel lecture fund along with the feibel family.

 

Professor Soloveitchik presented another dazzling study at ohio State hillel on, 

“communication and the cultural origins of the Ashkenazic (franco-German) 

community of the middle Ages.” this talk questioned the very foundational beliefs of 

historians about who the earliest Ashkenazi Jews were, and from where they came.

matt Goldish. (Photo courtesy ofJeffry Konczal)

ABout the melton centeR
thanks to the generosity of Samuel m. melton, the Samuel m. melton center for Jewish Studies was 
established at the ohio State university in 1976. 

Jewish studies at the ohio State university comprises one of the largest and most diverse programs in the 
country, offering an impressive selection of courses, a multidisciplinary faculty, and a wide range of events. 
melton faculty are internationally recognized in their respective fields, including history, Philosophy,  
Political Science, music, english, near eastern languages and cultures, Germanic languages and  
literatures, classics, Art, and education. the ohio State university has one of the largest Judaica library 
collections in the country, with a full-time Judaica librarian and over 300,000 volumes. 

the Melton Center for jewish studies remains true to its mission statement:

To develop, promote and support the study, teaching and research of Jewish studies by faculty and  
students at The Ohio State University

To encourage an interest in the study of all aspects of the Jewish experience within the central Ohio 
community, and to sponsor educational programs for the general public service

To seek outside funding to encourage the growth of the Jewish studies programs at OSU

Melton Center for Jewish Studies  meltoncenter.osu.edu

hyam Soloveitchik. (Photo courtesy of Jeffry Konczal)
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Charlotte susan roth MeMorial Fund essay Contest

sarah livingston, a senior with a major in history and minor in Jewish Studies, won first 
prize in the undergraduate category for her essay, “from the Pale to the empire; the 
movement of Jews in late tsarist Russia.” Second prize was awarded to Chad Chessin 
for his essay, “the Golan heights- A ‘Peak’ of Israeli Importance.” he is a first year 
student with a double major in Political Science and International Studies. 

In the graduate category, first prize was awarded to avram shannon for his essay, “more 
Subtle than Any other Beast: Affordances of the Serpent in Genesis 3.” Avram is a PhD 
candidate in the department of near eastern languages and cultures, specializing in 
hebrew Bible and early Rabbinic literature. joshua sears was awarded second prize for 
his essay “moab Will Be Destroyed—Who cares? examining the first-Person Voices in 
Isaiah 15–16.” Joshua was a graduate student in near eastern languages and cultures, 
specializing in hebrew Bible.

diane M. CuMMins sCholarship

Mitchell powell received the cummins Scholarship for outstanding achievement  
in hebrew. mitchell is a fourth year student with a double major in hebrew and 
International Studies. 

Morris and Fannie skilken sCholarship  
in yiddish and ashkenazi studies

Brianna pecsok is an International Studies and hebrew double major with a minor in 
non-profit Studies. She is this year’s recipient of the Skilken Award, which provides a 
scholarship to students who are actively engaged in yiddish and Ashkenazi studies. 

GeorGe and eMily severinGhaus BeCk Fund For study 
at vilnius yiddish institute

the Severinghaus Beck Scholarship enabled Monica hamblet and esther krupp to 
attend a summer program at the Vilnius yiddish Institute in lithuania. the Severinghaus 
Beck fund was established by an anonymous donor to help support students interested 
in gaining a cross-cultural experience.

2012 GRADuAte felloWShIP AWARD WInneRS 
the GeorGe M. & renée k. levine Graduate Fellowship  
in jewish studies 

wendy Fergusson- Wendy is a PhD student in the history Department, focusing on modern Jewish history. She is 
interested in the immigration patterns of Jewish intellectuals and artists who came to America from 1890-1945, and 
explores issues of chain migration, refugee aid organizations, and the creation of new utopian communities. 

the saMuel M. Melton Graduate Fellowship in jewish studies 

joe price- Joe is a PhD Student in the department of near eastern languages and cultures. focusing primarily on the 
hebrew Bible, Joe has a special interest in the Deuteronomistic history and the books of chronicles. Specifically, he is 
interested in the way these writings relate to each other, as well as how they relate to cognate literature in the Ancient 
near east.  

Wendy fergusson

monica hamblet esther Krupp

mitchell Powell

Sarah livingston chad chessin

Brianna Pecsok

Avram Shannon Joshua Sears
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2012 STUDENT AWARDS

Photo credits: Jeffry Konczal

Rachel Baransi

the ellen e. and viCtor j. Cohn sCholarship  
For study at heBrew university

robyn silver and sarah livingston are this year’s recipients of the cohn Scholarship, which supports students  
who wish to study at hebrew university of Jerusalem. Robyn spent a semester at the Rothberg International School  
at hebrew university, taking classes and traveling around the country. Sarah spent a summer term in Israel taking  
classes and pursuing research.

the 2012 norBert and Gretel B. BloCh endowed  
sCholarship in jewish studies

rachel Baransi, who is a third year student majoring in comparative cultural Studies and minoring in  
entrepreneurship, is this year’s Bloch recipient. Rachel will receive a program budget and will collaborate  
with melton center staff to plan, publicize and carry out a program to enhance awareness of topics  
relevant to Jewish life, culture or history. 

Sarah livingston

Joe Price
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holocaust awareness week Featured deborah lipstadt,  
documentary Film

the melton center, oSu hillel, chabad, and a variety of other campus organizations 

hosted  holocaust Awareness Week on campus last April. on April 23, we hosted a 

free screening of the documentary Ingelore, which recounts the true story of a deaf 

holocaust survivor who, after being raped by a nazi, escaped to America. following 

the film, Professor Brenda Brueggemann, who specialized in disability studies, and 

melton center graduate fellow laura herron, who specializes in German Jewish history, 

commented on the important issues in the film as well as answered questions from 

audience members. 

our feature event on April 24 welcomed one of the world’s leading experts on the  

subject of holocaust denial. Professor Deborah lipstadt is the Dorot Professor of  

modern Jewish and holocaust Studies at emory university. lipstadt shared the story  

of her famous trial with a holocaust denier that sued her after publishing her book 

Denying the Holocaust. the sold-out event included community members, students  

and fraternity and sorority members. 

Melton Center for Jewish Studies  meltoncenter.osu.edu

neW – StuDIeS In  
JeWISh oRAl hIStoRy 
oral history is a tremendously powerful and important tool in today’s world of Jewish
Studies. community members and current students now have the opportunity to study 
Jewish oral history at ohio State starting fall semester. current students can minor in 
Jewish oral history, and community members can take courses as non-degree students 
through ohio State’s office of extended education (formerly “continuing education”),  
ced.osu.edu, or through Program 60. non-degree students who have successfully completed 
four courses in Jewish oral history will receive a certificate in Jewish oral history.

the curriculum combines a background in modern Jewish history, needed to understand 
the significance of such oral histories, and the proper techniques and legal issues involved 
in recording oral histories through various media. this program, unique to the ohio State 
university and interdisciplinary in nature, was created through a collaboration of faculty.
for more information about this program, go to meltoncenter.osu.edu/certificate-jewish-
oral-history.community member Raisa Patlashenko sharing her family scrapbook 

for an oral history project. (Photo courtesy of Rachel Joy Baransi)

Myth of silence after the holocaust

our first public event of the year occurred on november 6 at the Jewish 
community center, in collaboration with the Jcc Bookfair. We welcomed 
professor hasia diner of new york university, who spoke about her new book, 
We Remember with Reverence and Love: American Jews and the Myth of Silence 
after the Holocaust. Professor Diner spoke to an engaged audience about the 
many American commemorations of holocaust victims in the years following the 
war, well before the eichmann trial. the next day professor diner was joined 
by the melton center’s own professor robin judd (history) and professor 
steven Fink (english) to discuss “the immigration and absorption of jewish 
immigrants from eastern europe: a Model for later immigrant populations?” 
the panel spoke to a large audience of ohio State students, faculty, and staff, as 
well as community members. this program was co-sponsored with the college of 
Arts and Sciences as part of its year-long conversation on immigration.

philosopher al-Ghazali and the jews

In november the Department of near eastern languages and cultures at 
ohio State hosted a landmark international conference about the medieval 
philosopher al-Ghazali. Al-Ghazali had a profound influence on medieval Jewish 
philosophy, and the melton center hosted a conference panel on al-Ghazali and 
the jews as its annual thomas and diann Mann distinguished symposium. 
the talks, involving al-Ghazali’s impact on maimonides and other Jewish thinkers, 
were presented by leading scholars of Jewish philosophy from Israel and the 
united States, including our own professor tamar rudavsky (Philosophy).

iranian jews of Babylon

the melton center welcomed professor yaakov elman of yeshiva university 
on november 14, one of the world’s leading experts on the Jews of ancient 
Persia. Professor elman presented a conversation on “Coexistence and strife in 
Context: iranian jewry in late antiquity,” together with ohio State’s professor 
parvaneh pourshariati, a foremost scholar on the religions of ancient Persia. the 
two followed up their campus talk with an evening presentation at the Jewish 
community center called “outside of Babylon: the ancient Community of 
iranian jews.” Appreciative audiences at both venues plied the speakers with 
questions about the life and status of the Persian Jews, and the cultural context 
of the Babylonian talmud.

Deborah lipstadt with event organizers mary Giardina and Brian freedman

PROGRAMS – JOIN THE CONVERSATION

Robin Judd, hasia Diner and Steve fink

Parvaneh Pourshariati, matthew Swartz, yaakov elman

our public programs for the year 
were focused on the theme “Join 
the conversation.” In almost every 
case throughout the year, visiting 
speakers were joined by our own 
ohio State faculty for at least one 
of their presentations to create 
dynamic conversations on Jewish 
thought, culture, and history. We 
are grateful to the cummins family 
for their support of these programs 
through the Diane cummins 
community education fund.
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archaeology of Mediterranean, Middle eastern worlds
In november we held the next event in our conversation series, with our visiting scholar  
of biblical archaeology, dr. avi ofer and our own professor Carolina lópez-ruíz. they 
gave a talk called “Biblical archaeology in Context: Mythological Giants, historical 
peoples, First alphabets” to a standing-room-only crowd at the ohio union. their 
discussion dealt with the parallels and connections between the ancient cultures of the 
near east and the northern mediterranean worlds of Greece, Italy, and Spain. the two 
returned to converse about “ancient israel: Biblical and archaeological interpretations” 
at the Jewish community center on December 7. this was a unique opportunity for us to 
compare evidence from more familiar written sources with the findings of archaeologists 
like Dr. ofer.

inside the world of today’s hasidim
A unique event for the melton center was the photographic presentation and talk in early 
february by Gil Cohen-Magen, called, “an israeli photojournalist in the hasidic Court: 
inside the world of today’s hasidim.” mr. cohen-magen explained how he developed 
an interest in the hasidim and gained unprecedented access to their courts and 
observances. his striking photographs helped reveal a seldom-seen aspect of both Israeli 
society and Jewish culture. the event, co-sponsored by the columbus Jewish federation, 
attracted a crowd from across the Jewish and christian communities of central ohio.

jewish-Christian violence in ancient alexandria
We joined with the ohio State libraries in february to sponsor the next in our conversation 
series with professor oded irshai of the hebrew university (visiting at yale university) 
and ohio State’s professor anthony kaldellis (Greek and latin), called “Christian 
historiographers’ reflections on jewish-Christian violence in early Fifth-Century 
alexandria.” the two scholars explained the unique local setting of Jews, christians, and 
“pagans” in ancient egypt, the violence that erupted between communities, and the way 
it was remembered by christian historians. their dialogue was enhanced by a film clip and 
lively discussion from the audience of students and faculty members.

Galicia, poland and zionism
We welcomed professor joshua shanes of the college of charleston in march to the 
Jewish community center, where he spoke about “zionism: ancient dream or Modern 
revolution?” Professor Shanes explained the european origins of modern Zionism and 
their relationship to the age-old religious hope for the return to the land of Israel in the 
messianic age. Professor Shanes came to the ohio State campus on march 6, with the  
co-sponsorship of ohio State libraries, to talk about “the jews of Galicia.” this 
fascinating presentation about the much maligned “Galicianers” of Poland brought  
out not only students and faculty, but also community members, some of whom identified 
as Galician Jews.

religion defined
In April, the melton center joined with ohio State’s center for the Study of Religion to bring  
professor daniel Boyarin of the university of california, Berkeley to campus. Professor Boyarin,  
one of the country’s most famous academic talmud scholars, spoke to an enormous audience  
at the thompson library about “Genealogies of religion in late antiquity.” the lecture, which  
focused on the idea that only christianity truly fit the definition of a “religion” in the earliest  
centuries of the common era, was followed by lively and learned discussion.

College of jewish knowledge, year three 
Jewish atheism, Israeli short films, and theories of creation in philosophy and torah were among  
the 30 sessions offered at the 2012 college of Jewish Knowledge. over 120 people from central  
ohio attended an afternoon and two special dinner sessions of Jewish learning for adults. the  
evening sessions featured history professor alan levenson from the university of oklahoma,  
who spoke about “the Making of the Modern jewish Bible”, and a session on an ancient  
Roman mosaic from lod, Israel which is on display at the columbus museum of Art. the college  
of Jewish Knowledge is sponsored by the melton center, the Jewish education and Identity  
Department of the columbus Jewish federation, area synagogues and agencies. 

jewtube: identity in pop Culture
the melton center’s annual Bloch event, created by our 2011-12 Bloch Scholar, rachel edelman, took 
place in may at the ohio State hillel. Rachel’s program, aimed at her undergraduate peers, was an 
evening of creative activities intended to increase awareness of Jews and Jewishness in American popular 
culture. Participants were challenged to recognize Jewish celebrities, they learned how to make challah, 
and they analyzed youtube clips about Jews with the help of ohio State professor naomi Brenner.

Melton Center for Jewish Studies  meltoncenter.osu.edu

carolina lópez-Ruiz, Avi ofer

Photo credit: Gil cohen-magen

Anthony Kaldellis, oded Irshai

Joshua Shanes

feature speaker, Professor Alan levenson
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the arthur Carlos de Barros Basto Collection  

thanks to the generosity of the latin American and Iberian Studies collection, the ohio 
State university Jewish Studies library has acquired a collection of books and pamphlets 
relating to Captain arthur Carlos de Barros Basto. Known as the ‘Apostle of the 
marranos’ and the ‘Portuguese Dreyfus,’ he was a leader of the open return to Judaism of 
the crypto-Jews of Portugal. the works were either written or edited by Barros Basto, or 
published by the yeshivah he founded. five other booklets related to the hidden Jews of 
Portugal and Spain are included in the collection.

captain Arthur carlos de Barros Basto, whose Jewish name was Abraham Israel Ben-Rosh, 
was a highly decorated Portuguese military officer, a hero of Portugal’s 1910 republican 
revolution and of World War I. he traveled tirelessly around the villages of the Porto 
region to speak to crypto-Jewish communities. he inspired them with his fervent call to 
courageously and openly affirm  their Judaism  after centuries of secrecy.

De Barros Basto was born in the Portuguese city of Amarante on December 18, 1887 into 
a new christian family. he was nine years old when his grandfather, francisco de Barros 
Basto, told him they were of Jewish ancestry and introduced him to the secret practices 
of the Jews. Raised by his mother in Porto, he attended the Portuguese military Academy 
and in 1910, participated in the founding of the Portuguese Republic. he was the first 
person in Porto to hoist the new flag of the Portuguese Republic on october 5, 1910. he 
later commanded a battalion of the Portuguese corps in World War I as a lieutenant on 
the Western front, for which he was awarded the War cross for bravery.

upon his return to Portugal from the war, De Barros Basto began to study Judaism and 
hebrew. Rebuffed by the Jewish community of lisbon, he went to tangier to formally 
return to normative Judaism. there he was circumcised and welcomed into the Jewish 
fold by a Bet Din (Rabbinical court). he adopted the name of Abraham Israel Ben-Rosh. 
he married lea Israel monteiro Azancot, a daughter of a prominent lisbon Jewish family.

the family settled in Porto where in 1923 he started the Jewish community of Porto,  
which is still active today. he founded the first yeshivah in Portugal in 500 years, the 
Israelite theological Institute of Porto (Rosh Pina). 

In 1938 De Barros Basto and his community completed the Kadoorie mekor  
haim synagogue.

unfortunately, De Barros Basto was attacked by Portuguese fascists and a military tribunal 
condemned him on trumped up charges. he was stripped of his rank and his name was 
only rehabilitated and exonerated posthumously.

For more information about the Arthur Carlos de Barros Basto Collection, contact 
Professor Joseph Galron, director of The Ohio State University’s Jewish Studies Library, 
galron.1@osu.edu

the melton center was delighted to continue its partnership with citymusic  

on february 23 with one of the country’s favorite Jewish musical ensembles  

the Klezmatics. We opened the performance with an interview conducted  

by our own Professor Jan Radzynski with members of the band about the  

Jewish background of their music and ideas. this was the first event in  

our annual Jewish music, east and West series, and it was a huge success,  

judging by the great audience, excellent responses, and dancing  

in the aisles.

the melton center and the School of music welcomed cellist Amir eldan  

and pianist yael manor to ohio State’s Weigel hall in may for a concert  

called “new Jewish classical music traditions.” eldan and manor  

introduced the audience to modern Jewish and Israeli classical composers, 

interleaving explanations of their background and motivations between  

stunning performances of pieces by the composers. many of the pieces  

pioneer unique uses of the instruments as well as musical virtuosity.

Melton Center for Jewish Studies  meltoncenter.osu.edu

MUSIC PROGRAMS – JEWISH MUSIC, EAST AND WEST
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Klezmatics yael manor Amir eldan

GRADuAte 
felloWShIPS In 
JeWISh StuDIeS

We invite applications for the Samuel m. 
melton Graduate fellowship in Jewish Studies. 
this fellowship provides a $15,000 stipend plus 
a full tuition waiver for one year. Applications 
must be made through affiliated graduate 
programs at the ohio State university. the 
application deadline is February 1, 2013. 
for full application information, go to our 
website, meltoncenter.osu.edu, or contact 
matt Goldish, director of the melton center 
for Jewish Studies at goldish.1@osu.edu.



retireMents

alan Beyerchen retired this year after  
34 years with the university. Alan taught 
nineteenth and twentieth century  
German history. his publications range  
from studies of the early 19th century 
military theorist carl von clausewitz, to 
science and technology in the German 
empire, political environment of scientists 
in the third Reich, and the economic 
competitiveness of German industry at  
the end of the 20th century. Past honors 
and awards include American Philosophical 
Society, holocaust education foundation, 
and several teaching awards from  
ohio State.

Carole Fink, one of the academic world’s 
leading scholars in 20th century european 
history, retired in 2011 after 20 years at  
ohio State. In her distinguished career, 
Professor fink published 12 books and 
numerous articles and monographs, 
delivered lectures and papers at more  
than 100 conferences and institutions 
all over the world, and received over 50 
research grants and awards. 

yiddish Scholar neil jacobs retired this 
year. his many books and articles reflect his 
vast knowledge in the history and linguistic 
geography of yiddish, and the ethnography 
of Ashkenazic Jewish speech. Professor 
Jacobs’s sense of humor and passion 
for yiddish made him a favorite among 
students and colleagues.

Goldie shabad retired this year from 
the department of Political Science 
after 36 years with the university. her 
research interests focused on transitions 
in democracy, elite and mass political 
behavior, and development of new party 
systems in Southern and central europe.

Books and honors

professor 
paul reitter’s 
latest book, 
The Origins 
of Jewish 
Self-Hatred 
(Princeton 
university Press, 
2012), challenges 
previously held 
perspectives on 
this topic. he 

contends that Jews can get past the blight 
of self-hatred by examining their own self-
critical tendancies. 

professor david stein and his colleague, 
Professor connie Wanstreet, were 
recipients of the Shauna Schullo Best 
Distance Teaching Practices Award for their 
2011 Information Session Presentation, 
“e-coaching and feedback Practices to 
Promote higher order thinking online” 
at the Annual conference on Distance 
teaching & learning. The Shauna Schullo 
Award was instituted to recognize an 

information session presenter whose 
session contributed significantly to the 
practice of distance education.

the artwork of professor suzanne silver 
was featured in two major exhibitions  
this year. “cartoon Geometry” was 
exhibited at the Aisle Gallery in cincinnati, 
and in the 2012 Greater columbus Art 
council’s Visual Arts exhibition at the 
columbus museum of Art.

professor 
Michael swartz’s 
latest book, 
The Signifying 
Creator: 
Nontextual 
Sources of 
Meaning in 
Ancient Judaism 
(new york 
university Press, 
2012), examines 

rare sources from the first few centuries of 
ancient Judaism which are beyond text, 
such as magical and divination formulas 
and new interpretations of midrashim 
from classical rabbinic literature. he shows 
how ancient Jews perceived these signs 
through their use of divination, symbolic 
interpretation of physical features and  
dress, and interpretations of historical 
events. the book cover was designed by  
his wife and colleague, Suzanne Silver. 

Meet new Melton Board MeMBer, 
proFessor williaM Brustein

william i. Brustein is 
Professor of Sociology, 
Political Science, 
and history at the 
ohio State university, 
and Vice Provost for 
Global Strategies and 
International Affairs. he 

has published widely in the areas of political 
extremism, and ethnic, religious, and racial 
prejudice. his publications include The Logic 
of Evil: the Social Origins of the Nazi Party, 
1925 to 1933 (yale university Press, 1996) 
and Roots of Hate: Anti-Semitism in Europe 
Before the Holocaust (cambridge university 
Press, 2003). his role as Vice Provost for 
Global Strategies and International Affairs at 
ohio State is to fully integrate international 
and multicultural experiences to the 
academic units within the university, and to 
expand and enhance its global reach. 

FaCulty proFiles

professor  
naomi Brenner
naomi Brenner has 
taught in ohio State’s 
Department of near 
eastern languages and 
cultures since 2008. She 
completed her PhD in 

comparative literature at the university of 
california, Berkeley, specializing in hebrew, 
yiddish and Arabic literatures.  

Professor Brenner’s research focuses on 
multilingualism in modern Jewish culture, 
exploring connections between different 
languages, writers and literatures. her 
current project examines the changing 
dynamics between hebrew and yiddish 
literature over the course of the first half of 
the twentieth century. the two languages 
of traditional east european Jewish 
communities had long coexisted, one as 
the written language of the synagogue 

and study house, the other as the spoken 
language of daily life.  But with radical 
transformations in Jewish life and identity 
over the course of the early decades of the 
twentieth century, the languages increasingly 
competed with each other.  tracing the 
complex paths of these Jewish literatures, 
Professor Brenner analyzes interactions 
between hebrew and yiddish writers and 
texts, from elegant bilingual magazines 
published in Berlin in the 1920s to ambitious 
projects to translate between yiddish and 
hebrew in the 1940s and 1950s. 

At ohio State, Professor Brenner teaches a 
wide range of courses in hebrew language, 
hebrew literature, Israeli culture, Jewish 
Studies and literary studies, including 
hebrew and the media, Women in the  
Bible and Beyond, and Israeli film and 
Society. She often integrates the internet 
and new media into her teaching to help 
students engage with Israeli culture and 
society. She is currently the director of  
ohio State’s hebrew language Program, 
working with coordinator Shaula Gurari to 
develop an effective curriculum and program 
for students learning hebrew.

Professor Brenner enjoys teaching the 
melton center’s course, Introduction to 
Jewish Studies, and attending the many 
conferences and speakers sponsored by the 
center. thanks to a grant from the melton 
center, she was able to spend Summer 2012 
researching at libraries and archives in Israel.

professor daniel Frank
Professor Daniel frank 
(A.B. harvard, mA 
london, PhD harvard) 
has taught in the 
Department of near 
eastern languages and 
cultures at ohio State 

since 1998. Before coming to columbus, he 
spent twelve years in england as a fellow of 
the oxford centre for hebrew and Jewish 
Studies, a Research fellow at Wolfson 

college, oxford, and a lecturer in  
the faculty of oriental Studies at  
oxford university.  

Dr. frank’s research centers on the Karaites, 
a Jewish sect which does not accept the 
authority of the talmud and insists upon 
the primacy of Scripture and reason. 
Based in Jerusalem during the tenth and 
eleventh centuries, one group of Karaites 
composed some of the first Jewish Bible 
commentaries. these sprawling works, 
written in Arabic, reflect their Islamic 
cultural milieu and illuminate the history 
of biblical interpretation. During the past 
year, Dr. frank has transcribed and edited 
major commentaries on lamentations 
and the Song of Songs from microfilms of 
manuscripts held in Russia. he plans to 
publish critical editions and translations 
during the coming years. Among his 
publications are Search Scripture Well: 
Karaite Exegetes and the Origins of the 
Jewish Bible Commentary in the Islamic 
East (2004) and two edited volumes: The 
Jews of Medieval Islam (1995) and (with matt 
Goldish), Rabbinic Culture and Its Critics: 
Jewish Authority, Dissent, and Heresy in 
Medieval and Early Modern Times (2008).

At ohio State, Dr. frank has taught a wide 
range of courses, including surveys of 
biblical narrative and prophecy, ancient 
and medieval Jewish civilization, and an 
introduction to Jewish Studies. he has 
also taught graduate hebrew courses on 
the Bible, the Dead Sea Scrolls, rabbinic 
literature, and medieval Bible commentaries,  
as well as Judeo-Arabic texts. for thirteen 
years he directed the modern hebrew 
language program in which he also taught. 

A former Director of the melton center,  
Dr. frank values the institution for the  
many opportunities it creates: joint  
projects between faculty from different 
departments; funding for study and research 
by faculty and students; and community-
centered programs. 

Melton Center for Jewish Studies  meltoncenter.osu.edu

FACULTY NEWS, BOOKS AND HONORS

Alan Beyerchen, carole fink, neil Jacobs, Goldie Shabad, Paul Reitter, David Stein, Suzanne Silver, michael Swartz
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alan BeyerChen, Professor emeritus   
(PhD, university of calif., Santa Barbara)  
modern German history  

naoMi Brenner, Assistant Professor  
(PhD, university of calif., Berkley)  
modern hebrew literature  

lúCia helena CostiGan,  
Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of Pittsburgh)  
literatures and cultures of  
latin America and Portugal   

helen Fehervary, Professor  
(PhD, university of Wisconsin)  
modern German Jewish literature,  
critical theory  

Carole Fink, Professor emeritus 
(PhD, yale university)  
20th century International history  

howard Fink, Professor emeritus  
(llB, yale university)  
civil Procedure and legal classics  

steven s. Fink, Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of Washington)  
Jewish American literature  

Berndt FisCher, Professor  
(universität Siegen)  
contemporary German literature and culture    

daniel Frank, Associate Professor  
(PhD, harvard university)  
medieval Jewish history and literature,  
Judeo-Arabic, Karaitica  

evelyn FreeMan, Professor emeritus  
(PhD, the ohio State university)  
teacher Preparation  

joseph Galron, Associate Professor  
(mlS, hebrew university)  
Jewish Studies librarian 
 
steven Glaser, Professor 
(mm, university of michigan, Bm, Juilliard)  
Piano Performance  

Matt Goldish, melton Professor of  
Jewish history and Director of the  
melton center (PhD, hebrew university)  
early modern Jewish history, messianism  

donna Guy, Professor  
(PhD, Indiana university)  
latin American history  

jane hathaway, Professor  
(PhD, Princeton university)   
Jews under Islamic Rule  

roBin judd, Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of michigan)  
modern Jewish history,  
Gender  history and theory  

stuart lishan, Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of utah)  
Jewish American literature  

Carolina lópez-ruiz, Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of chicago)  
Greek and near eastern cultures  

saMuel Meier, Professor  
(PhD, harvard university)  
hebrew and comparative Semitics  

david neal Miller, Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of calif., Santa cruz)  
yiddish language and literature   

GaBriella Modan, Associate Professor  
(PhD, Georgetown university)  
Sociolinguistics and Discourse Analysis
  

jan radzynski, Professor  
(DmA, yale university)  
composition, Jewish music  

paul reitter, Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of calif., Berkley)  
modern German Jewish literature  

taMar rudavsky, Professor  
(PhD, Brandeis university)  
medieval Jewish and Scholastic Philosophy  

Goldie shaBad, Professor emeritus  
(PhD, university of chicago)  
east european Politics  

stewart shapiro, Professor  
(PhD, Suny at Buffalo)  
Philosophy of mathematics  

aMy shuMan, Professor  
(PhD, university of Pennsylvania)  
Jewish folklore, cultural Studies  

suzanne silver, Associate Professor  
(mfA, the ohio State university)    
Painting and Drawing, Jewish Art  

david stein, Associate Professor  
(PhD, university of michigan)  
Adult education, Distance learning  

MiChael swartz, Professor  
(PhD, new york university)  
Rabbinic literature, Jewish mysticism  

adena tanenBauM, Associate Professor  
(PhD, harvard university)  
medieval Jewish literature and thought,  
modern hebrew literature 

herB weisBerG, Professor emeritus
(PhD, university of michigan)
Jewish Voting, American Politics  
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you can make your donation online by going to: www.giveto.osu.edu/igive/, or complete this form and mail it to us  
along with your contribution. Be sure to include fund number 306429. many employers offer matching gifts to ohio State.  
Go to www.matchinggifts.com/osu/ to see if your company participates.

enclosed is my gift of     _____$1,000     _____$500    _____$360  _____$108   $_________other

name ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ______________________________________________________________________________ 

city, State, Zip _________________________________________________________________________

email _________________________________________________________________________________

Make checks payable to the ohio state university development Fund and return with this form to:

melton center for Jewish Studies
the ohio State university
306 Dulles hall 
230 W. 17th Ave.
columbus, oh 43210-1311
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GIVInG oPPoRtunItIeS

BeGInnInG WIth SAm melton’S InVeStment 

In the eStABlIShment of the melton 

centeR foR JeWISh StuDIeS At the ohIo 

StAte unIVeRSIty, PRIVAte SuPPoRt hAS Been 

InVAluABle to ouR mISSIon of DeVeloPInG 

AnD PRomotInG the StuDy, teAchInG AnD 

ReSeARch of JeWISh StuDIeS By fAculty 

AnD StuDentS. We hoPe you WIll mAKe 

youR InVeStment In ouR StuDentS, fAculty 

ReSeARch, AnD PRoGRAmS toDAy!



Matt Goldish  
Director  
(614) 292-1358  
goldish.1@osu.edu  

lori Fireman  
Program coordinator  
(614) 292-0700  
fireman.2@osu.edu  

jared Boyd  
fiscal manager  
(614) 292-0967  
boyd.150@osu.edu   

paige Bailey  
Program Assistant  
(614) 247-7882  
Bailey.554@osu.edu 

Melton Center staFF

melton centeR foR jewish studies
306 Dulles hall, 230 West 17th Avenue , columbus, ohio  43210    
meltoncenter.osu.edu

Torah Wrappers (wimpels). After the Torah is read in synagogue it is lifted up for the congregation to view, then rolled up and wrapped with a band or wimpel to hold it closed. Decorated 
wimpels became a form of Jewish ceremonial art in the Middle Ages. Those pictured here were created to honor the circumcisions of baby boys. They are decorated with passages recited at 
the circumcision ceremony, particularly the blessing that God should destine this child for learning, the wedding canopy, and good deeds (Torah, huppah, u-ma’asim tovim). Dates are often also 
embroidered in. One of these is from 1796 and another from 1813. We are grateful to Rhodos Publishers, (photo Ruben Blædel) for permission to reproduce these images from the book Danish 
Jewish Art.


